2019 NAMIWALKS MINNESOTA

TEAM T-SHIRTS
NAMI Minnesota would like to encourage you to create T-shirts for you and your teammates. T-shirts are a fun way to get your
team fired up and feeling part of a unit. They also help spread the word about our cause throughout the year when they are
worn after the event.
We currently have two print vendors that we recommend, but there are many, many printers out there. Please feel free to hire
whomever you like!

CUSTOMINK (online)
They did a small run of T-shirts for NAMI Minnesota’s volunteers in 2018 and we were happy with the experience and the
quality of the shirts. Your results may vary!
https://www.customink.com/

AFTERNOON PRINTING (local)
www.afternoonprinting.com
www.facebook.com/afternoonprinting
Minneapolis, Minnesota
737 E 48th St, Minneapolis, MN 55417
(612) 259-7346
From Jessi at Afternoon Printing: “We'd love to work with [NAMI Minnesota] and the teams, on these orders! We can
accommodate any order size, big or small! I have some info that might be helpful to share with your captains ahead of time
regarding our pricing, and turnaround time.”
We have a standard set-up cost that starts at $25.00 for a single print location, with a design that is 1-3 colors. Additional
locations and colors will add about $10.00 or so each, depending on the overall colors and print locations.
We also have a suggested minimum of 15 units. There's a pretty significant price break of $3.00 per unit. With some orders,
ordering 13 units is more expensive than ordering 15.
If you, or the teams, have specific styles, materials or colors in mind for their orders, it's helpful to send that over with
their initial email, from there I can curate items I send over to meet those needs. If artwork is available, having that as early
as possible is helpful as well, since it does impact the set-up and unit costs. We can mix and match item styles, sizes and
colors as much as anyone would like. That 15 unit price break only relates to the design.
Finally, our standard turnaround time is 10 business days from order approval. This means we would need items selected
and size breakdowns, as well as artwork and designs sent over ahead of time, in order to provide a comprehensive mock-up
and invoice for approval. We can rush orders on a case by case basis if need be, but it's not a guarantee, so certainly starting
the process as early as possible is always recommended.
I hope that all makes sense - please let me know if you have any questions or would like some additional information. We're
looking forward to working on these with you!
Jessi
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